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Probing Linguistic Knowledge in Neural Networks

Motivations:

● Does neural networks encode enough grammatical information? 
● If so, what extent do the features learned by neural networks 

resemble the linguistic competence of humans?

Why do we want to probe?

● Would be helpful in downstream tasks
● Analyses of results can contribute to the scientific questions in 

linguistics: the role of prior grammatical bias in human language 
acquisition.
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Roadmap

● Verb Argument Structure Alternations

● Probing Linguistics Knowledge of verbs in Embeddings

● Probing Linguistics Knowledge in Pretrained Language Models

● Our work

● Q & A
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1) a.  Lucy sprayed the wall with paint.
b.  Lucy sprayed paint on the wall.

 2) a.  Lucy covered the towel with sand.
       b. *Lucy covered sand on the towel

Levin (1993) comprehensively describes many classes of
Verb Argument Structure Alternations.

1 example (out of many): The Spray/Load Alternation

Verb Argument Structure Alternations

Levin, B. (1993). English verb classes and alternations: A preliminary investigation. University of Chicago press 4



The Spray-Load Alternation (Arad, 2006)

Arad, Maya. (2006). The Spray‐Load Alternation. In The Blackwell Companion to Syntax (pp. 466–478). Blackwell Publishing. 
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Argument-structure based account
(Levin and Rappaport, 1988)
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Lexical Entry

Linking Rules

Or just two different 
entries altogether?

How about a richer 
semantic representation?



The Aspectual Interface Hypothesis (Tenny, 1987)

● The direct object “measures out the event”.
○ E.g. for eat an apple, the eating event is over when the apple is consumed.

● “Load verbs denote an event that can be measured out in two different ways – 
both by the Theme and by the Goal. Since measuring out is associated with 
direct objects, either the Theme or the Goal may be realized as direct objects”

● Lucy sprayed the wall with paint.
○ The spraying event is measured out according to the status of the wall.

● Lucy sprayed paint on the wall.
○ The spraying event is measured out according to the status of the paint.
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The Aspectual Interface Hypothesis (Tenny, 1987)
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●  Lucy covered the towel with sand.
○ The covering event is measured out according to the status of the towel.

● *Lucy covered sand on the towel
○ The covering event cannot be measured out according to the status of the sand.  The towel is 

either covered, or it’s not.



What are the Lexical Properties of Spray-Load Verbs?
(Pinker, 1989)
Ingredient 1: In general, the location has be construeable as undergoing a change 
of state.

3)       a.  Lucy sprayed the wall with paint.
   b.  Lucy sprayed paint on the wall.

 4)    a.  Lucy covered the towel with sand.
          b. *Lucy covered sand on the towel
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What are the Lexical Properties of Spray-Load Verbs?
(Pinker, 1989)
Ingredient 2: Content-Oriented vs. Container-Oriented

● Content-Oriented verbs obligatorily take a locatum, with an optional location.

● Container-Oriented verbs obligatorily take a location, with an optional locatum.
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What are the Lexical Properties of Spray-Load Verbs?
(Pinker, 1989)
Those ingredients allow us to say:

● Container-oriented verbs that alternate must specify not only the change of state in 
the container, but also the manner in which the substance is moved into the location

○ *Lucy covered sand on the towel
○  Lucy stuffed breadcrumbs into the turkey.

● Content-oriented verbs that alternate must specify not only the manner in which the 
substance is moved, but also the change of state in the location

○  Lucy piled the shelf with books.
○ *Lucy poured the glass with water.
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So what’s really important here, in the context of 575?

● Verb argument structure alternations are a lexical property of the verb.

● Verb argument structure alternations are identifiable by the kinds of tokens in 
the neighborhood of the verb.  “You shall know a word by the company it 
keeps” (Firth, 1957).

● That suggests that the alternation class may be encoded in embeddings.
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Verb Argument Structure Alternations 

in Word and Sentence Embeddings

13Kann et al. (2019)

https://aclanthology.org/W19-0129/
https://aclanthology.org/W19-0129/
https://aclanthology.org/W19-0129.pdf


Verb Alternation Classes
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*Important Note: The sentences are formed in such a way that only the main verb alternation 
information determines grammaticality judgements.



LaVA Dataset
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The LaVA (Lexical Verb-Frame Alternations) dataset includes 515 verbs annotated for membership in 
10 verb frame classes.

Human annotations note 1 for membership, 0 for non-membership, and 'x' where membership is 
unknown (or non-existent).



LaVA Dataset
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The LaVA corpus presents 5 of the largest syntactic verb frame alternations provided by Levin 
(1993):

● Causative-Inchoative
● Dative
● Spray-Load (as seen earlier)
● there-Insertion
● Understood-Object

On Sparsity:
Due to how verb argument structure alternations function, negative samples can not always be 
obtained. For example, no English verbs can appear in the inchoative but not the causative. There 
are also no verbs that can only appear in the there frame but not the no-there. This leads to sparsity 
in annotations, which causes trivial word-level classifications.



Experiment 1: From Word Embeddings to Argument Structures

Objective
- For each alternation class, build a multi-label classifier that predicts 

whether a verb participates in a particular syntactic frame

Modeling Details
- Input (x): Word embedding representation of verb v
- Alternation Class: causative-inchoative
- Syntactic frame (s): Inchoative 
- Output p(s): Probability that verb v participates in frame s
- Training: Single-layer MLP with 4-fold Cross Validation
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p(s) = 𝛔(W2(f(W1x))



LaVA Dataset
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LaVA Dataset (Kann et al. 2019)

Why does Causative (NEG) have 0 examples?

The vase dropped (inchoative) /Jessica dropped the vase (causative)
* The bubble blew (inchoative) / Jessica blew the bubble (causative)

https://aclanthology.org/W19-0129.pdf


Where do the word embeddings come from?

Word Embeddings

- GloVe Embeddings: 300d embeddings trained on 6B Tokens
- Custom Embeddings: Trained on 100M tokens from the British National Corpus 

(BNC) using a single-directional LSTM w/ LM Objective

Why these Embeddings?

- Trained on similar amount of data that humans are exposed to during language 
acquisition

- Large pretrained models (i.e. BERT) trained on “several orders of magnitude more data 
than humans see in a lifetime” than custom embeddings

- 3.3B tokens v.s. 100M
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Evaluation: Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient
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Why MCC?
- Special case of Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient for Binary Classification
- Generalizes better to imbalanced distributions than accuracy/F1-score

         -1: Complete disagreement between predictions and observations
0: Average score of two unrelated distributions
1: Perfect correlation between predictions and observations



Results
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LaVA Results (Kann et al. 2019)

https://aclanthology.org/W19-0129.pdf


FAVA
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The FAVA (Frame and Alternations of Verbs Acceptability) dataset consists of ~10,000 sentences 
containing the verbs in LaVA in different verb frames and labeled for grammaticality.

Annotations are 1 for accepted and 0 for unaccepted sentences.



Detour: CoLA Dataset(Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability)
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Data: 10,657 sentences labeled for grammatical acceptability that analyze different 
types of linguistic phenomena

- 17 in-domain, 6 out-of-domain

A few examples: 
- Comparatives (Culicover and Jackendoff, 1999)
- Islands (Ross, 1967)
- Verb Alternations (Levin, 1993)
- General syntax (Kim and Sells, 2008)

Warstadt et al. 2019

https://aclanthology.org/Q19-1040.pdf


Experiment 2: Sentence Embedding Probing

● Linguists would classify a word by interrogating whether sentences with a 

given verb and frame are acceptable.

● Analogously,  a MLP model is used to calculate the probability that a sentence 

S is acceptable.

p(S) = 𝛔(W2(tanh(W1x))
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Where do these Sentence 
Embeddings come from?

25Warstadt et al. (2019)

Sentence Encoder trained by Warstadt et al. 
(2018) on “Real/Fake” discrimination task for 
downstream CoLA task

Input: ELMo-style Word Embeddings

Training (12M sentences)
- Real: 6M sentences from BNC(British 

National Corpus)
- Fake: 3M generated by LSTM + 3M 

permuted from BNC

https://aclanthology.org/W19-0129.pdf


Results
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1. Easiest alternation was UNDERSTOOD-OBJECT 
alternation
Blink -> her eyes, Clap -> his hands, etc..

2.Alterations involving only transitive verb frames 
(i.e. SPRAY-LOAD) were generally more difficult 
than those with at least one intransitive frames 
(i.e.CAUSATIVE-INCHOATIVE)

3.No relationship between # training examples and 
performance

4. CoLA will help when in ‘comb’ situation



Takeaways

- Models achieved moderate correlation (0.5-0.7) in 5/12 acceptability experiments, all 
except one achieved > 0.3

- Easiest alternation was UNDERSTOOD-OBJECT alternation
- Blink -> her eyes, Clap -> his hands, etc..

- Alterations involving only transitive verb frames (i.e. SPRAY-LOAD) were generally 
more difficult than those with at least one intransitive frames (i.e. 
CAUSATIVE-INCHOATIVE)

- No relationship between # training examples and performance
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Takeaways 

● Pros:

○ word-level and sentence-level datasets: LaVA, FAVA

○ Probing word embeddings

○ Probing sentence embeddings

● Cons:

○ FAVA is not from natural sentences

○ Not easy to tell linguistic knowledge is in neural networks or in the probing models
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BliMP: The Benchmark of 
Linguistic Minimal Pairs for English

29
Warstadt et al. (2020)

https://aclanthology.org/2020.tacl-1.25.pdf


BliMP: The Benchmark of Linguistic Minimal Pairs

Motivations:

● Existed evaluating datasets only focus on a small set of linguistic 

phenomena

● Probing by additional models cannot tell whether the linguistic 

knowledge is in the Neural Networks
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Minimal Pairs + New probing paradigm

Minimal Pairs: Pairs of minimally different sentences that contrast in grammatical 

acceptability and isolate specific phenomenon in syntax, morphology, or semantics.

a. The cats annoy Tim. (grammatical)

b. * The cats annoys Tim. (ungrammatical)

New probing paradigm: probing LMs without an additional supervised model

○ Observe whether LMs assign a higher probability to the acceptable sentence in each 

minimal pairs
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BliMP Dataset Overview

● 12 linguistic phenomenon categories, 67 individual datasets(different linguistic 
paradigms), each containing 1000 minimal pairs.
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Warstadt et al. (2020)

https://aclanthology.org/2020.tacl-1.25.pdf


BliMP Dataset Overview
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Warstadt et al. (2020)

https://aclanthology.org/2020.tacl-1.25.pdf


Data Generation

Datasets

- All minimal pairs are artificially generated from a vocabulary of 3,000 words, each lexical 
item annotated with morphological, syntactic, and semantic features

Example: Causative Frame

{
sentence_good: "Aaron breaks the glass."
sentence_bad: "Aaron appeared the glass.", 
Linguistics_term (major): "argument_structure", 
UID (minor): "causative"

}

34Source

https://github.com/alexwarstadt/data_generation


Comparing FAVA/CoLA and BliMP

CoLA/FAVA

- Supervised Binary Acceptability Judgments 
- No “generally accepted method” to obtain acceptability predictions from unsupervised model 

-> need to use something like Logistic Reg. / MLP
- Sentences are pulled directly from wide variety of Linguistic corpora for CoLA (not the case 

for FAVA)

BliMP

- Unsupervised Acceptance Probabilities using LM objective
- Can use unsupervised LMs like GPT-2, Transformer-XL, LSTMs, etc.. directly to model 

probability
- Sentences are artificially generated, acceptability judgments from authors and validated 

through Amazon Mechanical Turk
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Results
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Performance on Verb Argument Structure Classes

Warstadt and Bowman (2019): “Performance is also high on sentences with marked 
argument structures, indicating that argument structure is relatively easy to learn”

- Analyzing the performance of BERT, GPT, etc.. on CoLA

Warstadt et al. (2020): “We note that the reported difficulty of these phenomena 
contradicts Warstadt and Bowman’s (2019) conclusion that argument structure is 
one of the strongest domains for neural models.”

Hypotheses: 

- Supervised v.s. Unsupervised datasets
- Disproportionate amount of “Argument Structure” related sentences in CoLA
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Other Interesting Takeaways
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Our Work

We are reproducing the experiments of Kann et al. (2019) by analyzing BERT (and 
other LLM) embeddings

- Without the constraints of studying “to what extent do the features learned by ANNs resemble the 
linguistic competence of humans”

- Probe linguistic knowledge of frozen BERT representations without additional finetuning for both 
word/sentence-level embeddings

Essential idea: Use “better” embeddings (static -> contextual) and dumb down the 
classifier to tackle “Probe Confounder Problem” (Hewitt and Liang, 2019)

- Classifier: Simple Logistic Regression (LR) Classifier
- Control Task: Compare between LR, MLP-1, MLP-2
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Q & A
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